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We welcome Elevar Sports, a recent addition to the Kalaari Family.

Elevar Sports is a D2C sports brand creating innovative and
fashionable athletic footwear and cricket equipment by combining
cutting-edge design & engineering.

We are proud to partner with Aayush Tapuriah and Kunal Joshi in
their vision to build a disruptive sports and apparel brand from India.

2021, Seed

https://in.elevarsports.com/


Robosoft Technologies was acquired by Japan’s TechnoPro
Holdings, Inc.

Congratulations to Rohith Bhat, Ravi Teja Bommireddipalli and team
Robosoft on this incredible milestone. Thank you for allowing us the
opportunity to be early partners in your journey.

Since 2013, Series A



AgNext raised its Series A funding led by Alpha Wave Incubation.

Congratulations Taranjeet Singh Bhamra, Sparsh Kaur, Subrat Panda,
and the entire team. We are proud to be an early partner in your
mission to transform the agri value chain at a global scale. 

Since 2019, Pre-Series A



Koo crossed over 1 crore downloads of its app, less than 18 months
since its launch.

Congratulations Aprameya Radhakrishna and Mayank Bidawatka.
Incredible to see the rate at which you are growing. 

Since 2018, Series A



Chara announced a partnership with Bounce for the local production
of electric motors for its fleet of EVs.

Congratulations to Bhaktha Keshavachar, Mahalingam Koushik B,
and Ravi Prasad on this significant milestone. We are glad to be early
partners in your vision of transitioning the world to an electron-based
energy economy.

2021, Seed



Paavan Nanda, Co-founder and CEO of WinZO Games, received the
‘Disruptor Of The Year’ award from BusinessWorld.

Congratulations Paavan. Proud that you are Kalaari Family.

Since 2019, Series A



Vamshi Reddy, Partner at Kalaari

The online higher education and continuous learning
market stands at ~$500M today. This segment is
growing rapidly and is expected to be a ~$6B
opportunity by 2025. 

Vamshi shared his thoughts on the opportunity,
potential, and trends in the continual learning space in
EdTech, with Times of India. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAABnfpQBPNCM5rBsb2RlBRFHtvkeMiVI54c



